Amsterdam Class 3
AMST DVD 1: 2.44–2.59 and DVD 2: 0.00–2.49

Questions and Answers
1. What kind of Universe did Source create in first Creation?
• Source created a Universe, a Cosmos, that is based on love, on balance of
energies, and on equality and fairness. Everyone and everything from the smallest
to the largest is equally loved and equally valued, even if they make bad choices.
2. For whom is it the hardest to experience a Fall, and what is the perspective of
the Adashi Masters on this?
• The Adashi Masters are Krysted Beings who have mastered the process of return
to God-Source (the Adashi Return Cycle) and chose to come back out. From that
perspective they have huge empathy for those who are stuck in systems like ours,
still trying to evolve to becoming fully Krysted.
• But they are not as worried as we might be when we see the scope of the
consequences that are happening on this planet and in this Solar System. They
have seen Falls before. Falls are worst on those who experience them. They are
even harder on those who almost experience them, but get out.
• Because when a Fall occurs, if you are stuck in a Black Hole system and it falls,
usually what will happen is that the culture just degrades itself to the point where
nobody notices.
• The consciousness of the collective progressively gets worse and worse and
people are killing each other more and harming each other more. So by the time
that there is no Ascension possible most of the people don’t care anyway. They
have no interest in a relationship with God-Source, because the consciousness
itself turns in on itself.
• So the ones who remember are the ones who actually carry the burden, the
greatest burden of pain, in being part of a system that has encountered a Fall or is
encountering a Fall. Because you are grateful when you get out, but you watch
many many people that do get stuck in the Fall.
• There is a place you need to go to above that compassion and the hurt, so you
don’t start making bad choices like what happened in the Bourgha Matrix a long
time ago.
3. Through what process does one become a Krysted Being?
• The self that you know yourself in (in the body) is only one tiny little bit of
expression of your whole Self. You also have the rest of your Being, your Spirit
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Body and your Light Body structures. All those parts that you don’t see right now
are with you all the time.
The process of evolution is actually turning on those other frequencies of
consciousness and energy into the Physical Body structure, which progressively
re-spiritualizes the Atomic structure itself, in order to become a Krysted Being―a
Being capable of Ascension, of manifestation and de-manifestation, of turning
into light and sound and turning back again, of turning into Spirit completely and
coming back into manifestation.

4. What are the consequences of using our Free Will in a negative way, opposite to
the Kryst Code?
• First there will be consequences in energy and consciousness because of the
natural, organic laws of physics.
• Eventually that will lead to the inability to turn on the natural levels of frequency
into a manifest structure.
• One will lose at the same time the awareness of the consciousness that is
contained within those energies you can no longer turn on.
• It will assist in making worse and worse decisions as far as treating others with
fairness.
• The life of the Physical bodies ends up, eventually, with limited resources, a finite
life, competition and survival of the fittest.
• And it loses touch with the fact that it is always contained within a large cosmic
body, which is the mainfest body of God-Source.
• When a being gets into that state, eventually their systems will collapse, their
physical body will die, because they don’t have enough energy coming in to keep
the perpetual motion cellular regenesis process―which is part of natural
life―going.
• Eventually, if it is a system—like a Solar System—its central sun will die and
eventually it will go back to space dust. It will nova—blow up and go back into
little particles with no memory of itself.
• And eventually, because it is still a part of natural creation, that space dust will
catch an Adashi Ascension Wave back and go back into the non-manifest field of
God-Source.
5. Why is a Metatronic Black Hole Fall anti-Krystic?
• A Metatronic Black Hole Fall matrix is anti-Krystic because they are using laws
from the Kryst and bending them to create the opposite intention of the loving,
eternal life intentions that were set by the Kryst.
• We were meant to feed ourselves by our ongoing contact with God-Source. They
feed themselves by stealing life force energy from other beings and systems in
order to delay their own inevitable nova and becoming space dust.
6. Explain the creating of a quarantine during the Black Hole Fall of our system.
• When a system falls Black Hole, it can actually be dragged into larger black
holes that are using the Metatronic technologies to feed off other living things and
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to make them fall so they can keep their own matrix from hitting its inevitable
point of space dust return.
To avoid this, a quarantine will be set here in a natural way, as a result of natural
laws. This will happen in 223 years (from 2007).
Because once the gates close, there is no possiblity to get the natural current
flows, or consciousness flows, or people, out into the natural living matrix again.
This system will have its own Black Hole quarantine, which means it will not be
allowed to be pulled in as food into other Black Hole systems. It will get a
different Angular Rotation of Particle Spin compared to the natural living matrix
around it, and as long as that occurs it will evolve until it burns out the energy at
its core, and that is when it will do space dust return.

7. Is there a possibility of a Krystic attitude during a natural black hole fall (Cal
Fall)?
• Yes, not all Fall matrices are bad. Not all are anti- Krystic. There is dignity in a
natural Fall.
• When you realize you are in a falling matrix, peace can be found in understanding
that space dust is just as precious to God-Source as body forms and Krysted ones.
You can still go home and can still carry yourself with dignity and you can still
work with the laws of the Kryst. You can still be kind to others. You can still not
kill and not harm. You can still appreciate beauty and try to create it.
• Some of the Black Hole matrices are actually looking forward to their Black Hole
implosion point.
8. Explain the Kryst Code Encryption.
• The Kryst Code Encryption is a mathematical program that is based upon a base12 system. It has 12 Core Radiation Points that form in specific angles in relation
to each other, and it is through that core program or core encryption of geleziac
radiation units within the first Partiki (see also Question 12) that the entire
mathematical program of the Kryst of Creation is set in motion. It is from that
program that the entire structure of what is first the Spirit body and then the Rasha
Body and then the Light Body and then the Matter Body evolve from.
• It all starts with the Kryst Code that is imbued with the form of the Kathara Grid.
• From the Kathara Grid we get the exact proportions and rates of expansion by the
rotational expansion of the 9/12 alignment (see Vocabulary). So there is a precise
set of proportions of spherical shapes, how much quantum they will have and
what kind of spiral they create: a spiral of spark currents that come out and feed
creation and a spiral of spark currents going back that allow for a Backflow
Return to Source. That is one of the biggest differences between a Krystic and a
non-Krystic program.
• The Kryst Code allows for spark generation, Backflow to Source, and then Source
sends another Backflow Return out. So if you’re out in Creation, you give back to
Source and Source gives Backflow Return and that keeps an eternal life flow
between manifest state and non-manifest state. A non-Krystic program doesn’t do
this; it doesn’t generate eternal life.
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9. Where and how does Creation start?
• First we have pre-Partiki creation in the conscious mind of God, where Source
focused its consciousness in a part of its own consciousness field. And because
Source carries the eternal encryption of the Kryst Code, that point of focus within
itself embedded that encryption.
• And then there was the process of warming the geleziac radiation of which the
Source consciousness field is made and in that gelling, where the attention gelled,
certain things occurred that formed around the encryption of the Kryst Code and
what becomes the first Partiki was formed.
• The first Partiki is looked at as the intention to create, but it doesn’t become an
active Creation point until Source looks away and then looks back on what it just
created and creates another: Partiki 2.
• That is where you get the split of Partiki 1 by Partiki 2 and the first sparks are
generated. And when the first sparks are generated, the first backflow sparks are
generated and the Backflow Return starts.
10. What is the NaVE-Na Partiki Creation Cycle?
• The NaVE-Na Partiki Creation Cycle is the start of Partiki Phasing.
• It consists of two cycles: the NaVA-Na Cycle (Axis 6–7), which ends on Axis 7
with the birth of Partiki 1, and the NuVANa Cycle (Axis7–8), which ends with
the birh of Partiki 2 on Axis 8, or the Zero Point Axis.
• When Partiki 2 is born, Partiki 1 is split and the process of Partiki phasing begins.
The Triad is formed by Partiki 2 taking the place of Partiki 1 and Partiki 1
breaking into a PartikA and a Particum phase set that sparks and makes a
Backflow Spark.
• The Backflow Spark goes back into the center Creation Point of Source. And then
Source sends an equal quantum of Partiki 1 back out as Backflow Return.
• This creates a progressive spiral of quantum building.
11. What process leads to the Heart of God and the Eye of God?
• It starts with the Cousha Crystal, which has half of its quantum in front of the
Creation Point Door and half of its quantum in the back of the Creation Point
Door. It forms a type of energy that is called Ketheric Matter or the Ketheric
Realm.
• Partiki 1, Partiki 2 and Spark 4 (the Cousha Crystal) come together, contract and
make sparks and expand and pop the Creation Point Door open. The Cousha
Crystal goes in and comes out again replicated, creating Cousha Rep 1. It has ⅓ of
its quantum in front of the Creation Point Door and ⅔ behind it. It forms the
Etheric realm, or Dimension 1.
• This process goes on. Cousha Rep 2 has ⅔ Manifest (in front of the Creation
Point Door) and ⅓ in Spirit (behind the Creation Point Door). It forms the Telluric
Realm or Dimension 2.
• Cousha Rep 3 has 3/3 Manifest. It forms the Atmic Realm, Dimension 3. That is
our Dimension, and it has all of its quantum Manifest and no quantum in Spirit.
• Cousha Rep 4 has ⅔ Manifest and ⅓ in Spirit. Dimension 4.
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Cousha Rep 5 has ½ Manifest and ½ in Spirit. Dimension 5.
Cousha Rep 6 has 1/6 manifest and 5/6 in Spirit. Dimension 6.
Cousha Rep 7 has half and half again. It is the first Polarity Equilibrium Unit. It is
called the Heart of God. The Seven Suns of the Seven Suns. It has Eyugha Time
Cycles. It has the Core, the Inner, the Middle and the Outer Domains (4) and 3
Adashi Return Cycles (together, 7) on both the AdorA and EtorA sides.
This creates a structure that is referred to as the Eye of God because it works like
and is like the structure of our eyes.

12. Where does the name Kryst come from?
● When the Eye of Allurea (First Eye of God) goes back into God-Source and
comes back out, it has replicated itself with 2 more eyes: the Eye of AdorA and
the Eye of EtorA.
● Inside these Eyes form the first seven Geleziac Layers, which later become the 15
Geleziac layers that everything is built on.
● These Geleziac Layers have a core encryption or vibration. Vibration or encryption
is movement that can be translated into sound. The names that are given to these
layers are the audible portions of the encryption.
● We have the Ka, Ra, Ya, Sa, Ta, Ha, La and then a-DUr. When we use these tones
we are calling on part of the Eye of God Structure and to begin an activation of
what will eventually be an opening of the flows of the Eye of God Strucure. This
is where the words “Kryst” and “Christ” came from in the first place.
● “Kryst” comes from k,r,y,s,t,h,l. All the word “Krysts” are from these sound
tones. These are the encryptions; the words that we use to describe a thing like
Eukatharaista and others are literally the translation of its encryption. It’s the
sounds that are the most important.
● Ka, Ra, Ya, Sa, Ta, Ha, La are the first sound tones audible in outside sound.
They are considered the first Kryst, and that is why it is called the Kryst Code.

Vocabulary
1. Big Bang Point:
Dark Matter (the Rasha Body) turns into Light Matter at the Big Bang Point, when the
Eukatharaista Body is created. It has 2 parts: one on the AdorA side and one on the
EtorA side. Rasha Bodies are Dark Matter templates and body structures. The Light Body
structures emerge from the Rasha Body at the Big Bang Point, when Dark Matter turns
into Light Matter, which is matter of a different kind, at a different Angular Rotation of
Particle Spin. The currents that form through all of these Dark and Light Body Structures
crystallize and turn into “Elemental” matter or Atomic matter. Light Matter is
recognizable by science; Dark Matter is not.
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2. Core LaVas:
From the first Eye of God, the Eye of Allurea, come spheres within spheres that transmit
currents. These currents create the core matter streams that will eventually form the
quarks and sparks that form matter. These Core Currents are the Ka, the Ra, the Ya, the
Sa, the Ta, the Ha and the La. These Currents are called the Core LaVa Currents because
they are the Love Currents that come directly from God-Source. These are the seven
eternal flows of the Kryst, of eternal life. These LaVa Love Currents open into the eyes
via the pineal. They are supposed to actually come out of our eyes and circulate through
our eyes.
2. Ecousha-TA/Hall of Records:
The 8-Cell Cluster, or the Hall of Records on the EtorA side (our side). The Akasha-TA
is the 8-Cell Cluster on the AdorA side.
3. Elum-Eiradhona, E-Luman-yana, E-Luman-aeri:
The Elum-Eiradhona is the Cosmic Spirit Body, the Cosmic Spirit Body Seed Atom, the
first Seed Atom, or the Kryst Seed.
E-Luman-yanas are the Density Spirit Bodies.
E-Luman-aeris are Density Time Vectors, Event Horizons and Probability Clusters.
4. Eiradonis:
Spirit Body of our Adjugate twin, on the AdorA side.
5. HaRA Krysta Heroic Identity:
The Self we are aspiring to become, because that is the Self we must fully integrate in
order to be able to turn all Matter into Light and do the Adashi Ascension Turnaround.
6. (Becoming) Krysted:
Becoming Krysted is when a Creation turns around at a Starfire Point and contracts back
in. It then expands out in Spirit Body until it reaches a point where it de-manifests all of
its matter and then pops back into Creation Point and goes into full spread At-ONE-ment
with Source while keeping its individual identity, memory and awareness.
7. Perpetual Motion:
Perpetual Motion starts when Partiki 1 and Partiki 2 continually split each other and send
backflow in and Backflow Return of the same quantum comes out and the other one
comes back out and splits the first one. This is where Spark Generation begins.
8. Rotational expansion of the Krystal Spiral:
You take a Kathara Grid and rotate it in a way that number 12 becomes number 9 of the
next grid. This is called the 9/12 Alignment, which actually gives you the rate of
expansion not only of spirals of energy that come out of the center, but also of the
proportions of the spheres around the Kathara Grids that form the spheres within spheres
within spheres.
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9. Takeyon Flash Point:
Takeyons are stored-up quantified energy units. One Takeyon has 12 Harmonic Key
Cycles. At the Takeyon Flash Point the entire “what was just created” pops into the
nonmanifest field of Source and comes out with a quantum replica. The quantum gets
doubled a few times, then tripled, and then it gets times-12.
10. Zero Point Axis:
The Zero Point Axis in the “6 Cycle Graph” (the key graph—the circle with eight parts)
is in Axis 8. It is called Zero Point Axis because when Particle 1 is born it starts at Axis 7
in the consciousness of God-Source. But then it is not moving yet, nor is it yet beginning
to be alive. It becomes alive with the birth of Partiki 2 at Axis 8, Zero Point Axis, which
starts the Partiki Phasing, expansion of quantum by sparking, Backflow and Backflow
Return.
11. Triad Cycle as part of the SEda Cycle:
The SEda Cycle starts at the Zero Point Axis. Through this cycle the Spirit Body is born.
The first trimester of the SEda Cycle (which has four trimesters) is the Triad Cycle,
where 3 sparks are formed.

Multiple Choice
1. Why is the Key Graph with 8 parts called “6 Cycle”?
(a) Because there are 6 parts in the cycle.
(b) Because 6 cycles are needed to start Creation.
(c) Because there are 6 quantum-building cycles in the chart, which are Takeyon
Cycles.
(d) Because a Takeyon has 6 cycles.
2. What is Chi?
(a) A form of Prana.
(b) A form of Mana.
(c) A form of EirA.
(d) A form of ManA.
3. What is the core orientation of the AdorA and EtorA side of the natural
Krystal Spiral?
(a) EtorA: counterclockwise, male currents; AdorA: clockwise, female currents.
(b) EtorA: clockwise, female currents; AdorA: counterclockwise, male currents.
(c) EtorA: clockwise, male currents; AdorA: counterclockwise, female currents.
(d) EtorA: counterclockwise, female currents; AdorA: clockwise, male currents.
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4. What is an Ek ?
(a) A unit of heat stored in the Partikis.
(b) A unit of stored electrical electricity stored in the Partikis.
(c) A unit of light stored in the Partikis.
(d) A unit of gravity stored in the Partikis.
5. What is an Om?
(a) A negative Ur.
(b) A positive Ur.
(c) A positive Ek.
(d) A positive Ru.
6. What is a Partiki?
(a) A little ball of energy.
(b) The first quantum that can be measured.
(c) The Tauren Light Seed.
(d) A Spark.
7. What are Joules?
(a) Units of heat.
(b) Units of light.
(c) Units of sound.
(d) Units of matter.
8. What is a Rasha Body?
(a) Dark Matter templates and body structures. The Light Body structures emerge
from the Rasha Body.
(b) Our Light Body in the PartikA Universe.
(c) Our Eiradonis.
(d) Our Physical Body on the AdorA side.
9. What does negative G-force become?
(a) A Black Hole force.
(b) The Joule force.
(c) Dark Matter.
(d) The Gravitron.
10. What is Space Dust?
(a) Little units of consciousness.
(b) Little Partiki.
(c) Little sparks of Prana.
(d) Aand B.
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11. What matrices can Fall and which don’t?
(a) From the Eckasha level and anything higher in the Light and Spirit Body
Structure, Fall cannot occur.
(b) Only on the Ecka and Veca level can Fall occur.
(c) Eckasha, Eckasha-A and Eckasha-Aah are Krystic states, and Falls just don’t
happen there.
(d) All of the above.
12. What is the Cousha Crystal?
(a) The same as the Kasha Crystal on the AdorA side.
(b) It has the quantum of three Partiki.
(c) Partiki 1, Partiki 2 and Spark 4 condense and form the Cousha Crystal on the
EtorA side.
(d) All of the above.

Multiple Choice Answers:
1.C, 2.A, 3.C, 4.B, 5.C, 6.B, 7.A, 8.A, 9.B, 10.D, 11.D, 12.D.

The dynamics of the emerging MCEO materials involve the reality that the detailed understanding of major
topics is under continuous development; therefore, the contents, and level of detail herein, are as advanced
as possible UP TO the date of the workshop recording.
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